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"How Your New Ad Tracker Will Save You Massive Amounts Of Profit & Time, Increase Sales & Ad

Responses, And Grow Your Business For You Exponentially!" From: FBM Friday 10:14 AM Dear friend,

With your permission, I'd like you to answer a question for me. You see, there is one question that

plagues just about every 'net marketer doing business online. Well, let me get straight to the point.

Answer this; What does it take to really succeed with an online business? Do you know the answer? If I

told you that I have the answer, and that I have solid proof to back it up, would you believe me? In just a

minute, I will be unveiling the answer and how you can solve the problem! Instantly and easily, creating

surges of easy cash, cold hard cash for yourself, your family and whatever else you may need. When

Millions Were Actually THROWN IN THE GUTTER! Let me tell you how 4 Internet marketers, just like

you- lost millions of dollars by not employing the correct answer to the question above. These 4

marketers did "almost" every thing right. They created and sold their own products, ran their own affiliate

programs, bought courses and e-books to educate themselves with new profit strategies, worked hard at

generating traffic, just like you do- right now. But one element of their marketing plan was missing, and as

it turns out, this one element is the breakthrough that literally skyrocketed their income as soon as they

employed it. So what is the answer to that question? It isn't about writing ad copy, getting traffic, creating

products, or building a list, the key- the one specific money-making key to Internet marketing is the ability
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to measure and effective test all avenues of your online cashflow without spending much time. Let the

truth be known; Marketing is a numbers game! It's been said before. And it's the truth. Plain and simple. If

you have the ability to test and measure the results quickly and easily, then you and anybody can

become a marketing genius! And that is the real key to raking in trash bags of cash! What you need to do

this is.... * Something that is automated, easy to use, and virtually hands-free! * Something that lets you

track, measure, and analyze the "numbers" of your marketing campaigns! * Something that will tell you

where your business is losing money, and what to improve upon! * Something that will forever help you to

increase your income every second of every day! That "something" has never existed before...Until now!

Introducing: Ad Tracking Pro ! Ad Tracking Pro is a new unparalleled web statistics/ad

management/scientific testing system designed specifically to continually boost and downright explode

your business. This isn't some basic "ad tracker" or "service" that confuses you and wastes your time, this

is a complete solution that will stick by your side and speed up the rate at which your business grows!

With it, you will be able to test, measure and analyze all marketing campaigns and easily increase

cashflow. Without it, you risk floundering like a fish out of water, losing money on your marketing efforts

and wasting precious amounts of "profit time"! Ad Tracking Pro will soon become your best friend,

enabling you to shoot past current competition and free up time wasting tasks that are only holding you

back. Let's get right down to what Ad Tracking Pro has to offer! The Statistics Helm (With Campaign

Control Technology!) The Statistics Helm is specifically tailored to help make marketing your business an

easy game. Add a simple JavaScript to any or all of your web pages and you instantly empower yourself

with the ability to track anything and everything that comes your way! It tracks unique visitors, total

visitors, referring URLs, time and date (down to the second), search engines keywords, you name it! Not

only that, but with it's Campaign Control Technology, you can create ad campaigns to use without having

to use a 3rd party URL. For instance, add a little code to the end of your URL like:

yoursite.com/yourpage.html?tid=ad and you can track unlimited ad campaigns without the hassles of

using another domain name. Simple, brilliant and very effective! The Ad Amplifier Need to track visitors

going to external links like affiliate programs, joint ventures, etc..? Use your ad campaign trackers with

OUR URL instead of yours like above. Just tack your tracker ID to the end of our specialized URL, and

now you can track external links. It looks like this: trackerzap.com/member/link.php?tid=ID These trackers

are designed to make it completely hands free for you. It will automatically create your web site's



marketing numbers for you. Spitting out such statistics as: Unique visitors, total visitors, visitors to sales

ratios, cost per click, cost per sale, referring URLs, time and date of each visitor, and more... With this,

you can stop wasting time and money on ineffective marketing campaigns and start utilizing the power of

the numbers came to your advantage! The Action Gauge Did I forget? This system also tracks web site

sales and actions performed by your visitors! Need to know which ads are also producing sales? No

problem! Need to know which marketing campaigns are producing ezine subscribers? No problem! The

Action Gauge is fully integrated with the statistics program giving you a full grasp at what is going on with

your web site. Never miss or guess again! The Scientific Split-Tester When using the Ad Amplifier, you

will have the ability to "split" the traffic that goes through your tracking URL to two different web sites.

Why is this important? Imagine the power that you will have if you could perform scientifically accurate

marketing tests with ease to see what works and what doesn't. Once you find out what works, drop the

losers and explode your income! This is what separates the 6 and 7 figure earners from the penny

pinchers. Testing is by far the easiest way to constantly produce more cash, day after day, then you ever

thought possible. Do it the easy way with Ad Tracking Pro! Forget About Wasting Time, Losing Money,

And Running An Unprofitable Business! You have seen what Ad Tracking Pro can do for you. A fully

integrated, unparalleled set of "mission critical" marketing tools to help you outperform and outmaneuver

anybody who dares to call you their competitor. But now let me give you a real life case study about how

using this system has enormously, yet easily (I feel guilty because it was so easy) boosted my business.

Before I started tracking my visitors and testing different ideas, I was stuck in a rut. No matter what I did, I

could not get out of a certain income bracket. I was stuck on that squeaky wheel, going round and round

in circles looking for that brass ring. I launched new products, promoted more affiliate programs, it didn't

matter, my income never really increased. Then I got it together, implemented the principles and

technology of Ad Tracking Pro, began tested and was amazed. All that time I wasted trying to make more

money and all I had to do was begin tracking and seeing what really goes on at my web site. I found out

which ads were producing, which sales letters were actually making the sales, where to spend my money

for more customers, where not to spend money and so on.. It was the breakthrough that I had been

blinded from and one that I had been desperately in search of. Now, my income increases every month,

while I work less! Amazing!! I am positive that you too will have the same experience.. With Ad Tracking

Pro at your fingertips, you will be able to: * Easily track, measure, and analyze all traffic and sales with the



click of a button. * Scientifically test sales letters to immediately increase conversion ratios and boost

cashflow. * Save time and money by making your marketing campaigns twice as effective instantly after

implementing Ad Tracking Pro . * Eliminate all guess work! Simplify your advertising efforts and know

from the start which ads are working and which aren't by using our Campaign Control Technology! * Plug

it in to any web site that you own and anything you promote to track and measure every marketing

campaign that you are involved in. No scripts to install! * Automate all aspects of your "marketing

numbers" and save massive amounts of profit time. * Let Ad Tracking Pro do the grunt work for you! This

system is fully integrated, incredibly user friendly and has real useable features that you won't find

anywhere else. Are Your Ready To Amplify Your Web Site's Profitability? Don't sit around waiting for

something magical to happen with your income. Take action today and put Ad Tracking Pro system to

work for you! I'm not going to try to sell you a membership that you pay a recurring $20 a month for- while

I used to make a lot of money selling thousands of memberships to this service I frankly just don't have

the time any more as I have moved on to a new project! So here's the deal! For a limited time and for only

the next 250 people that order, you will not only be getting the right to use this incredible resource for

yourself... I am going to give you the actual source files for this product! That means you can install it on

your server and never pay another monthly fee for your ad tracking! What's more, you will also have the

ability to use this script to run your own Ad Tracking service selling subscriptions to others for $ 10, $ 20,

even $30 a month. Its your baby you set the prices as you wish! The only thing you can not do is sell the

actual source files to anyone else, as this option is only included in our reprint rights package click here

for details on that! Nowhere will you find such a powerful system for pennies on the dollar of what I paid to

create it like Ad Tracking Pro ! Take action right now! Your getting a basic Ad Tracking Business In A Box

for only $24.95 You will get immediate access to the system the second after you order by clicking the

button above! To your success, FBM marketing eBooks with Resell Rights Quality eBooks with Master

Resale Rights and Plug-in Sales Websites! masterkeys.tradebit.com/ P.S. If your are undecided, then

look at it this way; 2 months of your average cable TV bill costs about the same as this complete biz in a

box. Don't let one tiny amount of money get in your way of your new business on the internet! Click here

and secure your copy today. P.P.P.S Limited Number Of Reprint Rights Now Available! How would you

like to grab Reprint Rights to Ad Tracking PRO? With these rights you can re-sell the actual source code

to Ad Tracking Pro. We have a limited number now available Click Here For Details On Reprint Rights!
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